Boys & Girls

• Uniform shirts which display the school logo are required. There are two options for purchasing shirts. The first option is to purchase uniforms through the Lands’ End, Tommy Hilfiger or Under Armour Uniform Stores. Links to these sites are available on our school webpage: click on Uniform Store under Parent Resources. The second option is to purchase an approved style shirt on your own. The shirt must be a solid color and may not have any brand logos.

• Shirts not purchased through Lands’ End, Tommy Hilfiger or Under Armour will need to have the school logo embroidered on them at one of the following approved vendors. Only these vendors may be used. They have the approved logo design, know the required location of the logo and know which thread colors are acceptable.
  - Team Hammer (2328 East Main Street, Lakeland - 863-666-1108)
  - Hazmore Outdoor Products (1645 North Galloway Road, Lakeland - 863-698-6521)
  - Williams & Williams Inc. (1145 East Main Street, Lakeland - 863-683-5487)

• Sweaters and LCS sweatshirts may be worn but only over a dress code shirt.

• Clothing styles, excessive jewelry, and hair styles that are distracting to the atmosphere or mission of the school are not permitted.

• If sandals are worn, they must have a heel strap and be closed-toed.

• Students must wear tennis shoes on PE days.

• Special Days: On Fridays students may wear any LCS spirit T-shirt.

Girls

• Skirts, capris, jeans, slacks, and shorts are appropriate for school.

• Shorts should not be shorter than mid-thigh.

• Make-up and acrylic/gel fingernails are inappropriate for elementary school (including colored lip gloss).

• Hairstyles should not be distracting. No extreme styles. Hair must be kept neat.

• The administration reserves the right to deem any hairstyle as a violation due to style or color.

(Continued on back)
Boys

- Long pants, jeans, and shorts are permitted.
- Shorts should not be shorter than mid-thigh.
- Hair must be neatly trimmed and be no longer than a dress shirt collar. When combed straight down, it may not extend below the bottom of the ear or the bridge of the nose.
- The measurement of hair will be determined when the hair is combed straight down—not by the hair style.
- Hair must be a natural and uniform color; it may not be dyed, multi-colored, tipped, frosted, or spiked.
- The administration reserves the right to deem any hairstyle as a violation due to style or color.
- Earrings or pierced ears are not permitted.

Not Permitted

- Backless footwear of any kind (flip-flops, slides, platform shoes etc.)
- Hats and caps in classes or hallways during school hours
- Tattoos (permanent or temporary)
- Skirts shorter than 2" above the knee (4th and 5th grade)
- Roller shoes (heelies)
- Leggings or jeggings unless worn under an appropriate length skirt
- Apple or Gizmo watches

Dress Code Enforcement

- First offense – Teacher notifies parent.
- Second offense – Administrative referral/parent notified by principal.
- Third offense – Student will be sent to the office, and parents will be notified to bring suitable clothing or uniform replacement.

Contact Us

If you have any questions about the Lakeland Christian School dress code, feel free to contact Mrs. Luci O’Byrne, Elementary Principal, in the Elementary Office.
- Email: lobyrne@lcsonline.org
- Phone: 863.688.2771